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Unit Internalization 
& Guided Planning
Deep-dive and strengthening workshop
Grade 6, Traits and Reproduction

Do Now: Use the link in the chat to add your best 
remote learning tips and tricks for teaching Amplify 
Science to the Jamboard.

In a new tab, please log in to 
your Amplify Science account 

through Schoology.



Use two windows for today’s webinar

 Window #1

 Window #2



Norms: Establishing a Culture of Learners

• Please keep your camera on, if possible. 
•

• Take some time to orient yourself to the platform
• “where’s the chat box? what are these squares at the top of my 

screen?, where’s the mute button?”

• Mute your microphone to reduce background noise unless 
sharing with the group

• The chat box is available for posting questions or responses to 
during the training

• Make sure you have a note-catcher present

• Be an active participant - chat, ask questions, discuss, share! 
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Workshop goals
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By the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

• Internalize your upcoming unit. 

• Plan for collecting evidence of student learning in order to make 
instructional decisions to support diverse learner needs.

• Gather resources to develop a multi-day plan for implementing 
Amplify Science within your class schedule and instructional 
format. 
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● Framing the day
○ Welcome

○ Instructional Materials

● Unit Internalization 

● Planning to teach
○ Collecting evidence of student 

learning to meet diverse learner 
needs

● Reflection and closing 

Plan for the day 
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Instructional Materials
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Launch units

Middle school course curriculum structure

● First unit
● 11 lessons

Core units
● Majority of units
● 19 lessons

Engineering 
Internships

● Two per year 
● 10 lessons



Standard Amplify Science Curriculum



Standard Amplify 
Science Curriculum

The Traits and 
Reproduction unit has 
19 lessons across 4 
chapters. Each lesson 
is written to be 45 
minutes long.



On the standard Amplify 
Science platform you will find 
all of your key documents for 
planning for the unit.

We will be using many of these 
in today’s workshop.

Standard Amplify 
Science Curriculum



On the standard Amplify 
Science platform you 
will find key lesson level 
information.

We will be navigating to 
lessons during today’s 
workshop in order to 
better plan for collecting 
evidence of student 
learning in order to plan 
to meet the needs of 
diverse learners. 

Standard Amplify 
Science Curriculum



Amplify Science @Home Curriculum



In addition to the standard 
Amplify Science curriculum, 
you also have access to 
Amplify Science @Home 
Curriculum on the Science 
Program Hub.

Amplify Science 
@Home Curriculum



AmplifyScience@Home

15

Two different options:

@Home Units
● Digital or print-based versions 

of Amplify Science units 
condensed by about 50%

@Home Videos
● Video playlists of Amplify 

Science lessons, taught by real 
Amplify Science teachers



@Home Units
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A shift in approach to respond to user feedback

two 
different resources

 one resource, 
two formats

 @Home 
packets

 
@Home slides and 
student sheets

 PDFs of 
@Home Slides and 
student sheets

 Google Slides 
@Home Slides and 
Google Doc student 
sheets



You have access to the Traits 
and Reproduction @Home 
Unit.

The Traits and Reproduction 
@Home Unit has 14 lessons. 
Each lesson is written to be 30 
minutes long.

Amplify Science 
@Home Curriculum

Paper option
Digital option



You have access to the Traits 
and Reproduction @Home 
Videos.

There are 16 @Home Videos for 
the Traits and Reproduction 
unit. This covers all lessons 
expect for the assessment 
lessons (1.1, 2.5, and 4.4). The 
video playlists on YouTube 
teach the standard Amplify 
Science Lessons. 

Amplify Science 
@Home Curriculum



Questions? 

19
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Unit Guide Resources
Page 1



Unit Map
Pages 2-3



Progress Build
Pages 4-5



Pages 2-5

Page 6

Unit Internalization 
Work Time



Traits and Reproduction

Darwin’s bark spider offspring have widely varied silk flexibility traits, 
even though they have the same parents.

Student geneticistsWhy do traits vary, and why do they vary even between 
parents and offspring and among siblings?

The spider offspring have different proteins for silk flexibility in their cells, because they 
inherited different sets of genes (which are instructions for proteins) from their parents. 
Each offspring receives two copies of each gene, one from each parent. Sibling spiders can 
have different combinations of gene versions, so they get different instructions for silk 
proteins. This led to varied traits in the sibling spiders.

The traits of an organism are determined by the structure of protein molecules and 
the interactions of those protein molecules in cells. Genes are instructions for 
producing proteins. Through sexual reproduction, an organism inherits a random 
combination of gene versions from its parents.

Lesson Overview 
Compilation 

Progress Buld

Unit Guide 
Document

Unit Map

Page X

Unit Map



Questions? 
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This resource correlates lessons 
from the Standard Curriculum 
with @Home Unit Lessons.

It also lists the @Home Unit 
Student Sheets with information 
about where they came from 
(i.e. Student Investigation 
Notebook, copymaster, or new 
for the @Home Unit)

@Home Unit
Lesson Index

Pages 7-9
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Traits and Reproduction

@Home Lesson 1
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Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1

Today, we will begin a new unit called Traits 
and Reproduction.
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People may say you have your mother’s eyes 
or that you look like your sister. Even though 
you may have some traits in common, you are 
also very different, even from your relatives.

In this unit, we’ll learn what determines an 
organism’s traits and why organisms can be 
similar or different within a family.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Unit Question
Why do traits vary, and why do they vary even 
between parents and offspring and among 
siblings?

In the Traits and Reproduction unit we will be thinking about this question: 

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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You will now watch a video 
about a scientist who is 
researching traits in spiders. 
She is interested in the different 
kinds of spider silk. We will 
focus on these traits throughout 
the unit.

Note: all videos in this @Home 
Unit can be viewed on a 
smartphone, or any other 
connected device.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Why are scientists interested in spider silk?

As you watch the video, think about this question.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Using the print version? Watch the video here: tinyurl.com/AMPTR-01

http://tinyurl.com/AMPTR-01
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jG0ZjyNhrq0
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In this unit, we will do work that is like the 
scientists in the video. You will take on the 
role of student genetic researchers at Bay 
Medical Company, researching spider silk in 
Darwin’s bark spiders.

Next, you will read a memo that describes 
what you will be investigating about spiders.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Darwin’s bark spiders are a real, recently 
discovered species.

Dr. Sattari and Bay Medical Research are not 
real but our work in this unit will be similar to 
the research actual scientists are doing with 
spider silk.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1

In this lesson and many others in the Traits 
and Reproduction @Home unit you will need 
to talk with a partner. Check with your 
teacher about how you will work with 
partners in this @Home Unit.

Your partner could be a classmate on the phone or someone at home with you.
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This is the spider family you will be 
investigating. Observe the spider family 
and discuss this question 
with a partner.

What do you notice about 
the differences in silk 
flexibility traits among 
the spider family?

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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You probably noticed that the spiders have 
different traits for silk flexibility even though 
they are in the same family. In this unit, you 
will investigate why.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1

This is the end of the partner work in this lesson.
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a characteristic that all members of a species have

feature

One feature you will be investigating is silk flexibility.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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a specific characteristic of an individual organism

trait

High and low silk flexibility are examples of traits.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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In this lesson and throughout the unit you 
will need to access different pages such as 
the Glossary on the next slide. Check with 
your teacher about how you will access 
materials and complete and submit work 
in this @Home Unit.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Traits and Reproduction Glossary pages or Amplify Library

Throughout the year, you 
can look up vocabulary 
words in the glossary to 
help you understand 
what they mean. You can 
find this in your student 
sheets or in the Amplify 
Library.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1

https://ereader.learning.amplify.com/#/reader/dba9f1c2-e390-4f27-90b0-47ec5b93b38e
https://ereader.learning.amplify.com/#/reader/dba9f1c2-e390-4f27-90b0-47ec5b93b38e
https://ereader.learning.amplify.com/#/reader/dba9f1c2-e390-4f27-90b0-47ec5b93b38e
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Eye color is a feature. 

People have different 
traits for eye color. 

For example, they could 
have blue, brown, or 
green eyes.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Body color is an example 
of a feature in this 
species of spider. 

Yellow and brown body 
colors are different traits 
of this species of spider.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Silk flexibility is also a feature. All of the 
Darwin’s bark spiders have this feature, but 
some spiders make silk that is more flexible 
than other spiders' silk. 

High, medium, and low silk flexibility are 
different traits for the silk flexibility feature.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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What are some traits you have that are 
different from your friends and family 
members?

Think about this question.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Chapter 1 Question
Why do traits for silk flexibility vary within this 
family of Darwin’s bark spiders?

To start the unit, we will investigate this Chapter Question.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Think about your initial ideas about the 
Chapter 1 Question.

Why do traits for silk 
flexibility vary within this 
family of Darwin’s bark 
spiders?

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Darwin’s Bark Spider Claims 

Question: Why do traits for silk 
flexibility vary within this family of 
Darwin’s bark spiders?

Claim 1: The offspring have 
mutations that affect their traits.

Claim 2: The offspring’s traits 
depend on which parent the 
offspring received more traits 
from.

Claim 3: The offspring received 
different combinations of traits 
from their parents.

These are claims about 
why the trait for silk 
flexibility varies within the 
spider family. 

We’ll return to these 
claims as we learn more 
about traits in this unit.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Throughout this unit, we 
will be using the Traits and 
Reproduction Simulation to 
help us learn more about 
variation in the traits of 
spiders. 

Next, you will watch a video 
about how to use the Sim.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Using the print version? Watch the video here: tinyurl.com/AMPTR-022

http://tinyurl.com/AMPTR-022
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DR4oWf6dRqY
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Next, you will make 
observations of spiders 
from the Sim. You will 
record similarities and 
differences in their traits.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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Go to the Observing Spiders from the 
Sim page. 

Observe the image of 
spiders from the Sim on 
the next slide. Record 
similarities and 
differences in their traits.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1

Observing Spiders from the Sim page 

https://apps.learning.amplify.com/traitsandreproduction/
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You probably noticed that all of the spiders are 
not the same. Some were different colors, some 
had bigger or smaller bodies, some had more or 
less bristle (the hair on their bodies).

We know that humans can have different traits, 
but it can be more challenging to see these 
differences in other species, such as spiders. 

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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any difference in traits between individual organisms

variation

Just like humans, spiders have variation.

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1
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End of @Home Lesson 

Published and Distributed by Amplify. www.amplify.com

Traits and Reproduction @Home Lesson 1





Suggestions for Online 
Synchronous Time

page 14



Reflection: Teaching 
@Home Lesson 1
How would you teach this lesson?
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x x

@Home Lesson 1

Introducing spider silk research (slides 1-10)

x

x
x

View the video 
about spider silk 
research and read 
the letter from Bay 
Medical Company. 
Jot down initial 
ideas about why the 
traits vary among 
spiders in the same 
family.

assign slides 1-10 in 
Schoology and 
provide direction for 
students to jot 
down their ideas 
about the unit 
problem to share 
when the class 
meets together.

15 min.
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x x

@Home Lesson 1

Introducing spider silk research (slides 1-10)

x

x
x

View the video 
about spider silk 
research and read 
the letter from Bay 
Medical Company. 
Jot down initial 
ideas about why the 
traits vary among 
spiders in the same 
family.

assign slides 1-10 in 
Schoology and 
provide direction for 
students to jot 
down their ideas 
about the unit 
problem to share 
when the class 
meets together.

15 min.

Talk and Observe activities (slides 11-32)

x

30 min

Pause for pair 
discussion prompts on 
slides 12, 21, and 23. 
Watch Sim model, 
and complete Student 
Sheet (slide 28). 
Practice logging in to 
find Amplify Library 
and Sim.

Lead students 
through the lesson 
activities using slides 
11-32, pausing for 
partner discussion. 
Model Sim and lead 
class discussion about 
spider traits. Show 
how to navigate to 
Library and Sim.



page 11Breakout groups

Discussion prompts

● Share additional ideas for how 
you plan to lead Lesson 1

● Discuss how you can collect 
evidence of student work

● Consider how you might 
differentiate this lesson



page 11
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Questions? 
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Plan for the day 

● Framing the day
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● Unit Internalization 

● Planning to teach
○ Collecting evidence of student 

learning to meet diverse learner 
needs

● Reflection and closing 



During this workshop did we meet our objectives?
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• Were you able to internalize your upcoming unit?

• Do you know how to plan for collecting evidence of student 
learning in order to make instructional decisions to support 
diverse learner needs?

•  Do you have the resources you need to develop a multi-day plan 
for implementing Amplify Science within your class schedule 
and instructional format?



Upcoming LAUSD Office Hours
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Monthly through January
● Thursday, 1/14 (3-4pm)

http://bit.ly/LAUSDMSOfficeHours 

http://bit.ly/LAUSDMSOfficeHours


Program Hub: Self Study Resources 



Back to school national webinar series
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Topics included:
● Remote and hybrid learning support

● Navigation support

● What’s new for 2020-2021

● Planning support

● Curriculum overview

bit.ly/BTSwebinars



Additional Amplify resources
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Caregivers site
Provide your students’ families 
information about Amplify Science and 
what students are learning
amplify.com/amplify-science-family-
resource-intro/



Additional Amplify resources
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Program Guide
Glean additional insight into the 
program’s structure, intent, philosophies, 
supports, and flexibility. 
http://amplify.com/science/california/r
eview

Amplify Help
Find lots of advice and answers from the 
Amplify team. 
my.amplify.com/help



Additional Amplify Support
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Customer Care
Seek information specific to 
enrollment and rosters, technical 
support, materials and kits, and 
teaching support, weekdays 
7AM-7PM EST.

When contacting the customer care 
team:

● Identify yourself as an Amplify Science 
user.

● Note the unit you are teaching.
● Note the type of device you are using 

(Chromebook, iPad, Windows, laptop).
● Note the web browser you are using 

(Chrome or Safari).
● Include a screenshot of the problem, if 

possible.
● Copy your district or site IT  contact on 

emails.

scihelp@amplify.com

800-823-1969

Amplify Chat



Please provide us feedback!
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URL: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/AmplifyLAUSDMS

Presenter names: 

Date: xx

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/AmplifyLAUSDMS

